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Introduction

2020 is a year that will live long in our collective 
memories but not in the way that we would have 
expected at the beginning of that year. Nobody could 
have anticipated the emergence of the COVID 19 virus 
and the incredible impact it would have on the everyday 
lives of all of us.

Of course, the single biggest impact of the pandemic, 
from a Paralympics Ireland perspective, was the 
eventual postponement of the Tokyo 2020 Paralympic 
Games. The postponement was obviously a huge blow 
to all athletes, coaches and support teams along with 
family, friends and supporters of Paralympians and the 
Paralympic Games.

Despite the blow of the postponement, I want to pay 
tribute to all of our stakeholder groups and especially 

to the staff, board and support team within Paralympics 
Ireland who were able to quickly roll out our crisis plan and 
showed great versatility as we pivoted to a remote world 
with very little notice. It was heartening to see everyone 
come together to support our athletes through what was 
a very difficult time.

Athletes may have felt that their hopes of achieving glory 
were further away than ever with the turmoil created by the 
postponement. However, our athletes rose to the challenge 
and adopted new practices, technologies and learned new 
ways to train during the enforced lockdown period.

Paralympics Ireland took the opportunity presented by the 
postponement to move forward with the implementation 
of some areas within our strategic plan. We were able to 
identify the need for the introduction of our new Director 
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of Sport role and began the recruitment process that led 
to Neasa Russell joining our team. We adopted a new and 
modern website at www.paralympics.ie that has seen us 
take a huge leap forward in our ability to communicate 
essential information. We also developed our exciting new 
fundraising proposal that we have gone on to launch very 
successfully in the first quarter of 2021.

The board of Paralympics Ireland has undergone change 
too during 2020 particularly with the addition of 
Lisa Fallon and Damien O’Neill who will lend us their 
expertise in the high performance and commercial areas 
respectively. In 2021 we will sadly bid farewell to some of 
our current board members who have reached the end of 
their terms. Brendan Jennings has been a great supporter 
of Paralympics Ireland and provided us with outstanding 
experience and advice throughout his time on the board. 

Mairead Farquaharson has given huge time and energy to 
Paralympics Ireland in many roles during her thirty years 
involved in disability sport. We have also reached the end 
of the term for our president, John Fulham, who will bring 
his 14 years of service as a board member of Paralympics 
Ireland to an end.

John Fulham has dedicated much of his life to  
Paralympic Sport. He has been an elite athlete, 
competing at 4 Paralympic Games, he then progressed 
to volunteer roles where he headed up the Team Ireland 
media operations for the London and Rio Paralympic 
Games before becoming president in 2017. John has 
been a constant support to me in my role and has been 
an excellent chair of the board of the organisation along 
with being an eloquent and passionate advocate for 
Paralympics Ireland in his role as President. 



Covid 19

COVID 19
The advent of COVID 19 presented us with a series of 
problems that could not have been foreseen in January 
2020. However, as the scale of the pandemic became 
apparent, it forced us to change all of our plans and to 
assess how best to move forward in the new reality.

One of the first changes that had to be made was how 
best to proceed with our Annual General Meeting during 
a time when the country was in full and strict lockdown. 
As a result, and for the first time in our history, we held 
our AGM remotely via Zoom. The meeting had a full 
attendance and allowed the business of the AGM to pass 
off in an efficient and timely manner.

Most importantly, we had a mission to support the athletes 
during a difficult time. Although the games had been 
postponed, they had not been cancelled. Our athletes and 
their support team had to move their target date from 
August 25th 2020 to August 24th of this year. This meant 
that training plans, competition plans, work and study plans 
all had to be reorganised in a short period of time. 

I am proud to say that Paralympics Ireland played a huge 
role in helping our athletes to shift their focus and reset 
their plans during a short and highly pressurised time. Our 
sport department, working under the leadership of our 
Director of High Performance, Dave Malone, were able to 
adapt to the situation as it developed and ensure that our 
athletes had the support that they needed.

We showed an ability to innovate in how we approached 
training for athletes living in their own bubbles right across 
the country, and in some cases, internationally. There 
are examples of our athletes adapting under guidance 
from our experts, from Declan Slevin undergoing physio 
treatment remotely via Zoom with our Physiotherapist, 
Paul Conneely, to Niamh McCarthy and Mary Fitzgerald 
receiving technical advice from their coach, Alison 
O’Riordan, from across the Irish Sea.

One of the most vital aspects of the situation, as it has 
evolved, has been the importance of correct medical 
advice. During a time where uncertainty reined, we were 
in a fortunate position to be able to turn to, and rely upon, 
our own expert knowledge provided by our Chief Medical 
Officer, Dr. Martin McConaghy. Martin has provided 
advice and assurance to the organisation throughout 

our response to the situation whilst also working closely 
with athletes, coaches and our national and international 
colleagues to ensure that Paralympics Ireland has followed 
the best protocols and procedures.

Of course, navigating our path through the pandemic 
would not have been possible without the support of our 
colleagues in Sport Ireland and in the government. Sport 
Ireland have made resources available to our athletes 
throughout the crisis. They have provided training 
equipment from the Sport Ireland Institute and Sport 
Ireland Campus, expert advice through the Institute and 
their own medical resources and financial support through 
the carding process for athletes as well as direct support to 
our organisation.

The pandemic has obviously not run its course, but I believe 
that, with the experiences we have gained throughout the 
last 17 months coupled with the support we have had from 
our key stakeholders, we are in a good position to maintain 
podium successes at the Tokyo 2020 Paralympic Games.
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Tokyo 2020

CANCELLATION
One of the key achievements of 2020, in the immediate 
aftermath of the Paralympic Games postponement on 
March 24th 2020, was the renewal of our agreement with 
Narita City and Masuda City (Cycling) to host our Tokyo 
2021 Pre-Games camps. I was delighted to virtually join 
Mayor Kazunari Koizumi and Vice Mayor Kenji Sekine in 
August 2020 to sign a new agreement with the city to 
mark the One Year To Go milestone for the games. I look 
forward to seeing our team undergo their acclimatisation 
at the Nakadai Sports Centre and Chiba International 
Swimming Pool. 

Our friends in Narita city and Masuda have been 
proactive in providing the assurances that are necessary 
for our team against the backdrop of the Covid pandemic 
with a similar positive experience for our friends in 

Cycling Ireland with their host city in Masuda. They have 
helped facilitate our needs to maintain a team ‘bubble’ in 
our accommodation and at our training facilities and have 
worked with us to help guarantee the medical needs and 
access for our travelling team. 

A lot remains to be seen about the full extent of plans 
for the Tokyo 2020 Paralympic Games but those plans 
are becoming clearer with the release of each ‘Playbook’ 
from the Organising Committee. However, what we 
do know is that this will be a very different Paralympic 
Games experience to what there has been in the past. 
We know that movement for our athletes will be very 
limited and will consist only of access to the Paralympic 
Village and competition venues. There will be stringent 
access protocols for everyone present at the Games as 
well as a robust testing system to limit the potential for 
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ORGANISATIONAL STRATEGIC PLAN GOALS 2020

Establish multi-year service 
agreements for athlete support 
services.
Multi Year service agreements 
agreed and implemented.
YES

Establish alternative funding models. 
Fundraising developed and launched.
YES

Implement comms plan to increase 
brand awareness and para-athlete 
recognition.
Recognition plan rolled out in 
concert with fundraising plan.
YES

Design talent ID programmes for 
Athletics and Swimming. 
Talent ID system in place.
ONGOING

Tokyo 2020 Games.
Games to begin in August 2021.
ONGOING

Review of performance at  
Tokyo 2020 Games.
Review to take place post  
Tokyo 2020.
ONGOING

outbreak. The experience that our athletes will have will be 
completely different to what has gone before but it is so 
positive to see that our athletes are happy to forego those 
privileges for the opportunity to compete for their goals 
and that their focus is so completely on producing their 
best performances.

Classification of athletes remains a challenge with 
opportunities for athletes to be classified being limited and 
reducing as events are falling to the pandemic as the weeks 
and months progress. The IPC has recently announced 
that limited classification will be in place in Tokyo, which is 
comforting to athletes that are losing those opportunities 
prior to the Games. I hope that this is the first of many 
accommodations that the Organising Committee is willing 
to make to support the athletes.

Unfortunately, the postponement of the Games required 
some hard decisions to be made. In order to support 
Team Ireland for a Games the following year, we needed 
to ringfence a minimum of €1Million for use in 2021. 
Amongst other steps that were taken was the decision to 

end the contract of the Chef de Mission. These steps were 
regrettable but necessary and have enabled us to have the 
financial certainty necessary to allow us to absorb the shock 
of the postponement.

We are very much looking forward to taking part in a  
safe and competitive Paralympic Games with Team Ireland. 
As the weeks are passing by the picture for the Tokyo 2020 
Paralympic Games is becoming clearer and we are analysing 
every piece of information as part of our Games plans. We 
can assure all athletes that qualify for the Paralympic Games 
that their health and safety remains our primary concern and 
that we will ensure that all of our requirements for Irish para-
athletes are satisfied prior to departure to Tokyo. 

I want to recognise the work of all Paralympics Ireland staff 
throughout the year, they have ensured that the transition 
to a new Games date has been seamless. That transition 
has been made easier by the appointment of Ciaran Flynn 
as Deputy Chef de Mission throughout the games build up 
and the work he has undertaken along with our Performance 
Director, Dave Malone and various stakeholders.

Our Strategic Plan, ‘Success Takes More’ was published  
in 2019 and acts as a roadmap to success across our  
4 strategic pillars. Needless to say the plan did not account 

for a Global pandemic; however, we have worked  
hard during the past year to continue implementation  
of the plan and achieving our goals where possible.
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Pillar 1
Building an Effective High Performance System

Top 5 in the world in terms of medals 
per capita. Medal targets reassessed 
post major championships.
Paralympic Games and major 
championships cancelled in 2020 and 
awaiting commencement in 2021.
ONGOING

Specific targets to be set based on 
slot allocation per sport.
Targets in all sports adjusted 16 slots 
achieved to date.
YES

Complete Sport Ireland self 
assessment and review on high 
performance sports. 
Self assessment submitted for Para-
swimming and Para-athletics’ as NGB 
sports with positive feedback received. 
Sport Ireland engaged directly with 
other NGB’s to self assess.
YES

Review criteria for proposed tiering. 
Placed on hold. 
NO

PI HP advisory TOR established and 
working group convened.
HP board member recruited, group 
established, meeting to commence.
ONGOING

Smart measurable goals per  
top tier sport.
Goal setting on hold dependent on 
return to competition.
ONGOING

PILLAR 1 BUILDING AN EFFECTIVE HIGH PERFORMANCE SYSTEM

Resources Secured to recruit  
World class coaches.
Athletes currently supported by 
World class coaching support 
through clubs in volunteer capacity.
ONGOING

Talent pipeline plan identified.
Pipeline development to be 
progressed in line with Sport Ireland 
strategy.
ONGOING

Longer term 10 year HP strategy to 
be developed.
Strategy to be progressed in line 
with new Sport Ireland HP strategy 
when launched.
ONGOING

Positive assessment of HP 
programme.
Assessment placed on hold due to 
pandemic.
NO
Quarterly meetings held with Tier 1 
Sports leads and SS & Med.
YES
Quarterly Meetings held with non 
NGB Sports.
YES

Tokyo review process developed with 
Sport Ireland.
Review postponed to 2021.
NO

PI to prepare own Games Review.
Review postponed to 2021.
NO

Review of individual sports 
performance plans & systems.
Reviews ongoing but uncertain 
because of Covid 19 lack of 
competition opportunities.
ONGOING

2020 Performance plans and 
budgets approved and operational.
Plans and budgets approved for 
2020. All unnecessary spending 
retained for 2021.
YES
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I would like to thank our colleagues in Sport Ireland and 
their CEO John Treacy who have helped us to navigate 
through the choppy waters. The early announcement 
of the protection of athlete carding was a massive help 
to our athletes and provided the certainty necessary for 
them to maintain their focus on performance. I would 
also like to thank the Sport Ireland Institute for making 
all of their resources available to us and our athletes 
throughout the year and to date in 2021.

As the world returns to a more normal footing in the 
second half of 2021 we will be able to begin to work 
towards many of our strategic goals that have been forced 
to be put on hold to date. Currently we have 16 slots 
secured for the games but we anticipate this will grow when 
athletes are able to return to competition.

3
Athletics

4
Swimming

5
Cycling

1
Shooting

2
Equestrian

1
Canoeing

Our strategic focus for 2021 will naturally centre  
around the 2021 Paralympic Games and the reviews,  
in co-operation with Sport Ireland, of our performances  
in Tokyo.

No area of Paralympics Ireland was more effected by the 
advent of the pandemic than the High Performance sports 
area. Several of the strategic goals for this area had to be 
put on hold as the situation continued, and continues, 
to change. However, the sports department have been 
proactive and diligent in their work to support athletes and 
NGB’s throughout this period whilst also progressing the 
strategic aims of the organisation.

The key concern for the High Performance sport area  
was the health and safety of our athletes throughout 
the year as athletes were forced to train and prepare 
from home without access to essential facilities whilst 
maintaining their secure bubbles.

We maintained regular and consistent contact with our 
athletes throughout the intervening period with bi weekly 
Covid 19 updates and through regular contact via Team 
Leads and support teams. We were able to ensure that 
athletes could have their training and support needs met, 
despite the limitations that lockdown would have placed on 
them.

One of the key challenges throughout 2020 and on 
into 2021 has been the lack of opportunity for athletes, 
across all sports, to compete for and earn the points, 
performances or times necessary to qualify for the 
Games. Our Sports Team has supported the team leads 
to identify suitable competitions and opportunities to 
progress towards qualification performances for Tokyo 
2020. Paralympics Ireland and NGB’s, in co-operation 
with Sport Ireland, have worked across multiple national 
and international events to produce comprehensive 
risk assessments. These assessments ensure that all 
environments are as safe as possible for athletes and staff 
and are conducive to best possible performances.

I must pay tribute to our athletes who embraced their 
new reality with great determination and positivity. It has 
been noticeable how many of our athletes have used the 
time to improve themselves physically. We have seen 
the stories of athletes adapting and there are so many 
examples of Para Athletes doing just that; whether it is 
Jordan Lee training in a Pitch & Putt course in Killarney, 
Katie George Dunlevy & Eve McCrystal isolating 
together with Eve’s family, Patrick Monahan training in 
Mondello Park or Ellen Keane using her refuse bins as a 
squat rack. All of our athletes showed amazing courage 
and determination in refusing to allow the postponement 
to scupper their dreams.
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Explore progression of relationship 
with Swim Ireland and Athletics 
Ireland.
A number of internal stakeholder 
meetings held. Talks are ongoing with 
both organisations.
ONGOING

PI play key role at highest level  
of Irish Sport.
CEO on National Sport Policy group 
and Sport Ireland High Performance 
Committee. PI teamwork with 
Sport Ireland through Paralympic 
Performance Committee. Regular 
meetings with Minister.
YES

All affiliates have agreed  
MOU with PI ensuring clarity of 
roles and responsibilities.
MOUs in place. Review of MOUs 
with each affiliate is on hold due to 
Covid 19.
YES

Recruit NGB relationships role.
Sports Director role recruited in 
December 2020.
YES

Long term athlete support service 
agreements in place. 
All contracts for services reviewed 
and updated. Complete in 2020 
with review to take place in 2021.
YES

High satisfaction rating of 
relationship with affiliates.
On hold due to Covid 19.
NO

Paralympics Ireland playing key 
role in issues effecting Para sport 
globally.
CEO is board member with EPC.  
PI play active role in IPC forums.
CEO chairs new Disability Sports 
group in Ireland.
YES

Pillar 2
Driving Leadership in Para Sport

Pillar 2 Driving Leadership in Para Sport

NEW STAFF
The strategic planning process identified the need for a 
senior staff role that can work across all Para Sports. The 
role is designed to support NGB’s to put in place the 
structures and practices that will best enable those sports 
to develop the athletes talents from participation level right 
through to elite sporting level. The synergy that this position 
has with that of the Chef de Mission role for Paralympic 
Games, particularly when it comes to working closely with 
NGB’s and Team leads, has meant that the roles have been 
combined into a Sporting Director position.

We began the recruitment process for this role in the 
fourth quarter of 2020 and I am delighted that we have 
been able to secure the services of Neasa Russell for the 
position and she has taken up her role in the last few weeks. 
Neasa brings great experience with her having worked in 

high performance sport since her own days as a rower in 
NUIGalway. Neasa has worked with the UK Sport/English 
Institute of Sport as a Performance Pathway Specialist 
before moving on to take up her most recent role as the 
Head of Talent Development at Sport England. 

Neasa will be a great resource for Paralympics Ireland and 
for all Para Sports and I would urge any NGB to avail of her 
expertise over the coming weeks, months and years. 

BOARD MEMBERS RECRUITED
We have been in an extremely fortunate position  
to be able to recruit two new board members to the 
Paralympics Ireland Board. Lisa Fallon is a true trail 
blazer in women’s sport having transitioned from a career 
as a broadcaster to elite sport where she became the 
first woman to take up a professional role with an Irish 
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professional football team with Cork City. She also 
went on to be the first Irish woman to take up a head 
coaching role in the top 2 Divisions of English Women’s 
Football. Lisa has also worked with the Northern 
Ireland Men’s football team and the Dublin men’s gaelic 
football team. Lisa is currently working as the first team 
coach with Galway United. Lisa’s huge experience in 
high performance sport will make her a great asset to 
Paralympics Ireland.

Damien O’Neill has also been appointed to the board 
of Paralympics Ireland. Damien is extremely well known 
in Irish Paralympic sporting circles. Damien was one of 
the first people to recognise the potential of our sports 
when he established the hugely successful sponsorship 
between Allianz Insurance and Paralympics Ireland. Damien 
recently retired as the Group Head of Marketing with 
Allianz Insurance. Damien will bring all of his considerable 
experience onto the board where he will advise on all 
commercial and marketing matters.

2020 saw the establishment of the Disability Sports 
Group. The group, which I currently chair, consists 
of representatives from each of the disability sports 
organisations including Paralympics Ireland, Irish Wheelchair 

Association, Vision Sport Ireland (NCBI), Special Olympics 
Ireland, Cara and LSPs’. We have been meeting regularly 
to chart a course forward for all disability sports. We have 
identified areas of shared interest and are putting together 
proposals on how we can best work together to improve the 
experiences that disability sports participants have from their 
entry point to sport, right through to those that compete at 
a high performance level. 

EPC BOARD MEMBERSHIP
As CEO of Paralympics Ireland I represent our interests 
on the board of the European Paralympic Committee. I am 
currently chairing the sub committee that is drafting the new 
strategy for the EPC that will define the future relationship 
between the EPC and IPC as well as with the National 
Paralympic Committees, including Ireland. 

On behalf of Paralympics Ireland I would like to pay tribute 
to former EPC President, Ratko Kovacic, who resigned 
from his position for personal and health reasons. I look 
forward to working with Terje Jentoft Roel who has moved 
from his position as vice president to president for the rest 
of the term. The next General Assembly of the EPC, that 
had been due to take place in April, will now take place on 
November 23rd, 2021.
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All existing partners renewed. 
All current partners retained to 
2021.
YES

Complete a funding plan up to 2025.
Funding plan and strategy complete
YES

2 new sponsors & 2 charity  
partners recruited.
Unable to complete due  
to COVID 19.
NO

Offset costs for Tokyo 2020  
where possible and seek additional 
financial support.
Talks with potential partners ongoing.
ONGOING

Onside research completed 
Research postponed to 2022  
post Games.
NO

Assessment of current and potential 
sponsor industries.
Assessment of industries complete.
YES

Benchmarks for future research 
complete.
Benchmarks identified awaiting 
research
YES

Establish format for sponsor 
engagement.
Format adopted and implemented
YES

Actively engage comms to support 
stakeholder needs.
Joint approach to partner 
communications adopted
YES

Engagement of sponsors staff base 
to support Social media platform.
Pushed out to 2021 due to Covid 
19. Plan rolled out with Fundraising 
campaign
ONGOING

Led on selection and set up of 
fundraising activites.
Fundraising campaign agreed and 
developed.
YES

Lead on negotiations to progress set 
up of CRM.
CRM in place and operational
YES

Pillar 3 Creating a Sustainable Paralympics Ireland Model

GUARANTEEING FINANCIAL SECURITY
Away from the field of competition much of the focus 
for 2020 was on securing the financial wellbeing of 
Paralympics Ireland and ensuring that we would be able to 
continue with our mission of supporting Athletes with a 
disability to compete for, and win, medals at the Paralympic 
Games. Following the postponement of the Games, 
we undertook a comprehensive review of the financial 
implications arising from the change of dates for Tokyo 
2020. Each area within the organisation drilled down into 
their budgets and produced comprehensive reports to 
illustrate the financial state of the organisation and allow us 
to plan various scenarios accordingly. 

In 2020 we began the process of planning and  
developing a new fundraising campaign that you 
now know as ‘The Next Level.’ This process began in 
earnest with the recruitment of our creative partners; 
Goosebump. Goosebump helped us to craft the message 
and it was their inspiration that lead to the generation 
of ‘The Next Level’ charity campaign. The Next Level 
challenged the public to support our athletes with more 
than platitudes but to actually demonstrate that support 
by putting their hands in their pockets. The campaign 
launched earlier this year on The Late Late Show and has 
generated over €70,000  
in donations to date.

Pillar 3
Creating a Sustainable Paralympics Ireland Model
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PARALYMPICS IRELAND SPONSORS

PARALYMPICS IRELAND PARTNERS

RETAINING PARTNERS AND SPONSORS
A key concern for the organisation in 2020 was the 
retention of our partners and sponsors, many of whose 
contracts were due to come to an end in 2020 at what 
was anticipated to be the completion of a Games cycle. 
Our Commercial Director, Trevor O’Rourke, engaged 
regularly with our partners throughout the year to ensure 
their retention until 2021. We have also been proactive 
in the recruitment of new partners but, with the financial 
implications of the pandemic, this has been challenging. 
However, we have begun a process of recruitment and 
have had some very positive conversations with the aim of 
expanding our current list of partners. I would like to take 
this opportunity to thank our sponsors; Allianz, Circle K, 
Citi, FloGas and Toyota who have stood by us throughout 
the year and our partners in Aer Lingus, Crowley Millar, 
Goosebump, McInerney Saunders, Salesforce and Bearing 
Point who have provided us with assistance and advice 
throughout the year. Thank you also to Sarah O’Connor 
and her team in Wilson Hartnell PR agency who supported 
the roll out of our fundraising campaign with their expert 
knowledge and advice

PARTNERS DAY
Prior to the postponement of the Games we hosted 
a partners day last February which coincided with the 
original 6 Months To Go milestone. At that stage the 
Covid outbreak had yet to develop into the global crisis 
that it has since become. At the partners day we were able 
to facilitate some great conversation with our partners 
through our open forum where ideas and plans were shared 
and discussed. Overall, it was an extremely positive day 

that we will hope to host again in the future when there is 
more normality in the world.

We were delighted to welcome law firm, Crowley Millar, 
as our new Official Legal Advisors to Paralympics Ireland 
in March of 2020. Crowley Millar have been an invaluable 
support and source of advice to us throughout the 
uncertainty that has marked 2020. We also welcomed our 
new creative partner; Goosebump, who were a huge driver 
of our ‘The Next Level’ campaign as well as providing their 
expertise in Digital marketing and advertising. 
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Pillar 4
Building the Profile of Paralympics Ireland

Analyse results of market research 
and set future targets to increase 
brand awareness.
Results analysed and 
communications strategy adjusted 
accordingly. 
YES

Develop and prepare Games 
communications team
ONGOING

Increase recognition of key athletes.
Audio and video content generation 
increased throughout 2020 for 
targeted media.
YES

7 Key events identified and promoted
Original key events cancelled  
due to covid. 
NO
Alternate events identified  
and promoted
YES

Increase digital reach across 
multiple platforms 
Staff member identified and 
recruited to communications 
executive position.
Social media content calendar 
created quarterly with weekly 
content plan produced
YES

Complete website Update
Paralympics Ireland website fully 
redesigned and launched
YES

Increase sponsor activations 
Increase sponsor activations 
Sponsor activations decreased 
due to pandemic and lack of 
competition.
NO
Communication database fully 
updated and reviewed regularly.
YES

Feedback/Information received 
regularly through NGBs
Feedback protocol to be established
NO

Pillar 4: Building the Profile of Paralympics Ireland

WEBSITE UPGRADE
In 2020 we undertook a total revamp of the Paralympics 
Ireland website; www.paralympics.ie under the direction of 
Communications and Marketing Manager, Derek Kinnevey. 
The old website had gone out of date particularly with the old 
marketing campaign and the advent of ‘The Next Level.’ We 
engaged the services of Atomic to design and build our new 
website after a competitive tendering process.

The website was unveiled in September to mark what would 
have been the original date of the Paralympic Games. The 
design of the website centred on the User Experience with 
the aim of bringing the user from the homepage to their 
desired information within 3 clicks of a mouse. The site 
now boasts new and exciting content including an updated 
‘History’ section that shines a light on the previous games 
and athletes that have represented Team Ireland in the past.

The look and feel of the website is based on the official 
Paralympics Ireland colours but it has also been adjusted 
to take into account future changes to our logo and that of 
the IPC meaning that the site is fully futureproofed. From 
an editing point of view the site is much more intuitive and 
can be easily updated to ensure a streamlined flow of news, 
content and information and it also allows us to change the 
structure of the site and to add or remove pages with ease 
when necessary. Thanks to Derek, Colin , Ana and all of the 
staff team that contributed to the new website.

SOCIAL MEDIA ACTIVITY
With the new reality that was forced on us in 2020 we 
pivoted our communications from traditional methods 
to fully online communications. We produced content 
with our athletes using Teams, Zoom, Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram and various other channels of communication. 
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Our biggest single activation came around the One Year to 
Go milestone on September 24th where we put together 
two weeks of activity across all of our communications 
channels. Over 10,000 people engaged with our content 
via Instagram, 67,000 via Facebook and 87,000 via 
Twitter. The success of the campaign has lead to similar 
content creation and production for 2022 and beyond. 

One of the most useful results from our social media 
activity was that several pieces of our content went on 
to feature on RTE and other media channels throughout 
the year, this is likely to be similar in 2022 and will mean 
that Paralympics Ireland will become our own key content 
producer in the coming years.

2020 saw the establishment of an exciting new project 
driven by our friends in Narita City. The project, 
which came to be known as ‘ParaBeats’ established 
a collaboration between Irish and Japanese artists to 
produce a musical piece to commemorate the culture of 
our two countries focussing on the Paralympic Games. 
The collaboration came about as a result of discussions 
between Narita City officials and Cara Sports Inclusion 
Ireland with the support of Paralympics Ireland. The 
project, which was announced on World Disability Day, 

December 8th, featured legendary Irish musician, Donal 
Lunny and famous Japanese ‘Taiko’ drummer Hiro 
Hayashida. Collaboration between the two artists began 
in 2020 and has since been unveiled as an incredible, and 
inspirational piece of music fusing our two great musical 
traditions.

Our aim of promoting Paralympic sport in Ireland was 
given a significant boost with the announcement, and 
subsequent release, of the Netflix documentary; The 
Rising Phoenix. The documentary, which followed the lives 
and careers of 9 incredible para athletes; Bebe Vito (Italy), 
Ellie Cole (Australia), Jean Baptiste Alaize (France), Matt 
Stutzman (USA), Jonnie Peacock (Great Britain), Cui 
Zhe (China), Ryley Batt (Australia), Ntandu Mahlango 
(South Africa) and Tatyana McFadden (USA) was a huge 
international hit. Profiling athletes at the highest level 
and telling their stories of strength and determination 
while showcasing their incredible ability in their sport is 
a huge step forward. I would like to compliment the film 
makers and the International Paralympic Committee for 
their work in producing the film and wish them the best 
with the numerous awards for which the film has since 
been nominated. Should you not have seen the film yet I 
couldn’t recommend it more highly.
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Classification

CLASSIFICATION 2020 
In 2020, one national classification opportunity was 
offered with six athletes being evaluated before the national 
program had to be temporarily suspended due to Covid-19. 
There were no international classification opportunities 
throughout the year due to the pandemic. 

With the temporary cessation of the national and 
international classification program, the focus was shifted 
into developing educational resources to increase the 
general population’s awareness on Paralympic classification 
and to provide sport specific knowledge on classification 
to relevant professionals within each NGB. The education 
resources developed include an Online Introduction to 
Classification CPD, updated website including a section on 
each Para sport, and review of the Classification section, 

Sport specific classification workshops, Classification 
explainer animation video, and Para athletics and Para 
swimming explainer animation video which will be launched 
in Q2 of 2021. 

Paralympics Ireland has been working closely with the 
NGBs and International Federations to ensure athletes 
competing at the Tokyo Paralympic Games meet the 
classification criteria to be selected as part of Team Ireland. 

The International Wheelchair Basketball Federation 
has started a process of checking players’ eligibility for 
wheelchair basketball in accordance with the IPC Athlete 
Classification Code and Eligible Impairments Standards. 
Paralympics Ireland and the Irish Wheelchair Association 
have been guiding the Irish players through this process. 

Anti Doping

Paralympics Ireland  
Governed Sports

ANTI-DOPING REPORT
Ana Maia is the staff member that oversees the anti doping 
responsibilities of Paralympics Ireland is accordance with 
the regulations set out by Sport Ireland. There were 9 
athletes from athletics and 6 swimmers tested in 2020 
totalling 45 anti-doping tests throughout the year with no 
failures. Paralympics Ireland respects and supports Sport 
Ireland Anti-Doping procedures to ensure the fairness in 
the Para sports. 

PARA-SWIMMING
The Para Swimming season was decimated by the Covid 19 
outbreak in early 2020. This effected athletes competition 
and classification opportunities. However, National Para 
Swimming Manager, Hayley Burke, was able to facilitate the 
training programmes for the swimming athletes. 

Despite the disruption of the training and competition 
programmes there were still some performances of note. 
Patrick Flanagan was able to set a new Personal Best in his 
400m Freestyle event at the Leinster Qualifying meet 
thereby recording the MQS for Tokyo. Elsewhere, Nicole 
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Retirements

Para Swimmer Amy Marren announced her retirement 
from the sport in 2020. Amy had represented Great 
Britain at two Paralympic Games, winning a Bronze medal 
before joining Team Ireland, the home of her parents. Amy 
made a great impression during her time with Team Ireland 
where she competed at the World Championships in 2019. 
Amy made history as a member of the first ever Irish Para 
Swimming Relay team at the World Championships in 
London but her participation at the event was limited due 
to injury. It was that injury and her progressing legal career 
that forced Amy to retire from the sport last year.

Para Athletics star Noelle Lenihan retired from the 
discus event last year after a brilliant career with Team 
Ireland. Noelle had been part of the famous ‘Rebel Treble’ 
that claimed medals at the Rio Paralympic Games. The 
Cork native won her first medal, silver at the 2015 World 
Championships, in 2015 before going on to win gold at 
the next two European Championships. Noelle’s crowning 
glory came in Rio in 2016 when she won a bronze medal 
for Ireland. Her final appearance in green came at the 
2019 World Championships in Dubai. 

Turner, Róisín Ní Ríain and Ellen Keane made history as 
they took part in the first remote competition when they 
competed as part of the Labara ‘Race the World’ virtual 
international competition

PARA-ATHLETICS
Opportunities to compete in 2020 for our Athletics team 
were very rare as the vast majority of competitions were 
cancelled or postponed. The focus for James Nolan as our 
Head of Para-Athletics, was to maintain the morale and 
focus of the athletics team and to facilitate the remote 
training activities that became the new reality.

Very few athletes had the opportunity to compete but when 
they did the results were encouraging. Michael McKillop 
ran the second fastest time of the year in the 1500m event 
improving on his world championships time by nearly 2 
seconds.  It was a similar level of improvement for Greta 
Streimikyte who ran the best time in the world for her event 
last year, albeit during a period when few athletes did get to run.

The focus in the short term is on giving athletes an 
opportunity to get to compete in a safe manner and record 
the performances necessary to secure additional slots at the 
Paralympic Games.

Annual Report | 2020
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Departed Friends

Michael Delaney represented his country at the 2008 
Paralympic Games in 2018. The tandem paracyclist was 
part of a formidable pair along with David Peelo at the 
games and often partnered with Con Collis too. Michael 
and David won bronze on the double for Ireland at the 
Paracycling Pan American Championships in 2007. 
Although he was best known as a cyclist, Michael was also 
a top class High Jumper prior to discovering his talent 
on the bicycle. Michael claimed bronze at the 2003 
World Championships in the High Jump. Michael was a 
multitalented athlete and will be sadly missed by all who 
knew him.

Pat McLoughlin passed away on January 27th 2020. 
Pat was a brilliant archer and represented Ireland at two 
Paralympic Games at Stoke Mandeville/New York in 
1984 and in Barcelona in 1992. Pat’s most memorable 
performance came at the Paralympic Games in 1992 
when he reached the last 16 of the AR2 classification and 
narrowly missed out on a medal. He is very much missed 
by his friends and family. 

Anthony Hegarty was a hugely popular and much 
respected member of the Irish Paralympic team that 
competed at the Paralympic Games in London 2012. 
Anthony sailed in the Sonar event where his boat finished 
in a brilliant 11th place at the London Games. The Cork 

Supported Sports

PARA CYCLING
Although the sporting world effectively closed down 
in March of last year there were still some very 
encouraging performances to remember. The 11 strong 
Para Cycling Team competed at the Para Cycling World 
Championships in February and produced a series of 
extremely strong performances highlighted by medal 
winning displays from Katie George Dunlevy & Eve 
McCrystal, Richael Timothy and Ronan Grimes.

Katie George Dunlevy and Eve McCrystal were their usual 
outstanding selves as they broke their own national record 
on their way to a silver medal display in the Women’s Tandem 
Pursuit. Ronan Grimes maintained his upward trajectory as 
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native was joined in the boat by team -mates John 
Twomey and Ian Costelloe.

Paralympics Ireland would like to extend our sympathies 
to the family and friends of Anthony.

he broke the national record twice on the way to winning 
bronze for Ireland in the C4 Individual Pursuit. Despite 
competing at her first major championships, Richael Timothy 
produced a brilliant performance in the 10km scratch race to 
earn a bronze medal after a wonderful display.

BOCCIA
Ciarán Delaney recently left his role as the chairperson of 
Boccia Ireland. I would like to thank Ciarán for his support 
and enthusiasm towards developing Boccia and wish him 
well. We are pleased that Padraic Moran remains on the 
committee for Boccia Ireland and that he has been joined 
by 4 new members, who will aim to take Boccia in Ireland 
to the next level.

Anthony Hegarty Michael Delaney

Pat McLoughlin
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STRATEGIC GOALS 2020
Despite the situation globally I am pleased to say that 
many of the goals have been achieved and we have made 
significant progress on all of them. We have succeeded in 
agreeing multi year service agreements with our service 
providers which will give certainty for our athletes and 
their coaches. We have established an alternative funding 
model for Paralympics Ireland which has culminated in the 
launch of our Next Level campaign and incorporated our 
communications plan to achieve greater levels of athlete 
recognition. We are continuing to progress our aims of 
developing a criteria for tiering of Paralympic sports and 
designing talent ID programmes. We look forward to 
competing at the deferred Tokyo 2020 Paralympics Games 
and the learnings we will take from the review process.

Looking forward to a memorable and successful Paralympic 
Games for Team Ireland at Tokyo 2020.
 

__________
Miriam Malone
CEO, Paralympics Ireland

Strategic Priorities 2021

THE STRATEGIC PRIORITIES  
FOR 2021 WILL BE
_  Tokyo 2020 Games
_   Support talent ID programmes for Athletics  

and Swimming
_   Development of criteria for tiering  

of Paralympic sports
_   Evaluating athlete and brand recognition levels  

and comparing to previous results
_    Develop Customer satisfaction survey  

for Partners and Affiliates 
_   PI High Performance Committee established 
_  Review of performance at Tokyo 2020 Games
_  Explore Games legacy opportunities

Annual Report | 2020
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2020 Irish Paralympics Performances

Meet Athlete Class Event Time
Leinster October Qualifying Meet Patrick Flanagan S6 400m Freestyle 05:33:48
Leinster October Qualifying Meet Ellen Keane SB8 200m Breaststroke 03:06:67
Leinster October Qualifying Meet Ellen Keane S9 50m Freestyle 00:30:44
Leinster October Qualifying Meet Ellen Keane SB8 100m Breaststroke 01:24:47
Leinster October Qualifying Meet Ellen Keane SM9 200m Individual Medley 02:42:44
Leinster October Qualifying Meet Barry McClements S9 100m Butterfly 01:02:00
Leinster October Qualifying Meet Barry McClements S9 400m Freestyle 04:31:15
Leinster October Qualifying Meet Jonathan McGrath S8 400m Freestyle 4:58:74
Leinster October Qualifying Meet Sean O'Riordan S13 400m Freestyle 04:42:64
Leinster October Qualifying Meet Sean O'Riordan SB13 100m Breaststroke 01:20:28
Leinster October Qualifying Meet Nicole Turner S6 100m Backstroke 01:38:72
Leinster October Qualifying Meet Nicole Turner S6 50m Freestyle 00:36:32
Leinster October Qualifying Meet Nicole Turner SB6 100m Breaststroke 01:49:25
Leinster October Qualifying Meet Nicole Turner SM6 200m Individual Medley 03:17:96
Leinster October Qualifying Meet Nicole Turner S6 50m Butterfly 00:38:66

Annual Report | 2020
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SWIMMING

Pre Tokyo (MES) 2020 2019

Athlete Class Event Performance World 
Ranking Performance World 

Ranking Performance World 
Ranking

Jason Smyth T13 100m 10.51s 1 n/a 1 10.51s 1
Michael McKillop T37 1500m (T38) 4.07.06s 6 4.07.06s 2 4.09.10s 4
Greta Streimikyte T13 1500m 4.38.64s 6 4.38.64s 1 4.46.06s 6
David Leavy T38 1500m (T38) 4.23.86s 11 4.36.30s 12 4.23.86s 11
Niamh McCarthy F41 Discus Throw 32.38m 3 n/a n/a 32.38m 3
Jordan Lee T47 High Jump 1.95m 5 1.90m 2 1.95m 4
Mary Fitzgerald F40 Shot Put 7.44m 7 7.44m 3 7.01m 8

ATHLETICS

Sport Athlete/Athletes Qualifying Opportunities Dates
Para Archery Kerrie Leonard Czech Republic 4-11th July 
Para Badminton Niall McVeigh Spanish Para Badminton International May 10-16
Para Equestrian TBC Already taken place, 2 slots secured May 2021
Para Powerlifting Britney Arendse Dubai Qualification Event June 2021

Nicola Dore Dubai Qualification Event June 2021

Para Shooting Phil Eaglesham,  
Sean Baldwin World Cup, Peru 10-19 June

Para Table Tennis Colin Judge Lasko, Slovenia June 3rd-5th

Para Triathlon TBC 2021 World Triathlon Para Series Yokohama - Japan May 15
2021 AJ Bell World Triathlon Para Series Leeds - Great Britain June 5-6
2021 World Triathlon Para Cup Besancon - France  June 12-13
2021 World Triathlon Para Cup A Coruna - Spain June 20

PARALYMPIC SPORTS



STAFF MEMBERS
Name Role
Miriam Malone CEO

Dave Malone Performance Director

Trevor O’Rourke Head of Commercial and Funding

Neasa Russell Director of Sport

Derek Kinnevey Communications  
and Marketing Manager

Hayley Burke Para Swimming Manager

James Nolan Head of Para Athletics

Ana Maia Classification Co-Ordinator

Ciaran Flynn Performance Operations Manager  
& Deputy Chef de Mission

Colin Armstrong Communications  
and Marketing Executive

Natalie O’Callaghan Financial Administrator

Sarah Hurley Aspire Graduate

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Name Role
John Fulham President (Outgoing)

Eimear Breathnach Vice President

Mairead Farquarharson Vice President (Outgoing)

Tony Dignam Finance Officer/Company Secretary

Lisa Clancy Member at Large

Louise Reilly Member at Large

Brendan Jennings Member at Large (Outgoing)

Catherine Walsh Athletes Representative

Damien O’Neill Member at Large

Lisa Fallon Member at Large

Jennifer Chamberlaine Resigned

MEMBERSHIP
NGB
Archery Ireland

Badminton Ireland

Canoeing Ireland

Cycling Ireland

Football Association of Ireland (Associate Member)

Horse Sport Ireland

Rowing Ireland

Irish Sailing Association (Associate Member)

Irish Taekwondo Union

Table Tennis Ireland

Tennis Ireland

Triathlon Ireland

Multisport NGB Members

Vision Sports Ireland

Irish Wheelchair Association (Sport)

Other Paralympic Sports

Boccia Ireland (PI)

Football 5 a side (VSI)

Paralympic Athletics (PI)

Paralympic Shooting

Paralympic Swimming (PI)

Wheelchair Basketball (IWA)

Wheelchair Rugby (IWA)

HONORARY LIFE MEMBER

Anne Ebbs
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